
Welcome Everyone to Astrology for Deliberate Creators - 
Call #4

Video Tutorials for this week:

1) The Three Astrological Indicators of Change
2) Understanding Transits, part 1 & 2

This week’s topic:  

Scripting for Abundance - how to tap into Jupiter and boost manifestation sky high.

This week is about scripting in various forms and how focusing on Jupiter, planet of plenty, can 
boost awareness, confidence and enthusiasm, making those scripts ring true. It’s a way to open 
doors to abundance, and fast! 

Jupiter as an astrological archetype is know as the ‘Greater Benefic.’ It’s the largest planet in 
our solar system and is symbolic of large scale experiences – big wins, big times, big love. You get 
the picture. He is optimistic, popular, expansive and generous. Some call him the ‘Cosmic Santa 
Clause’ (others reserve that title for Neptune) but all agree, Jupiter lifts our hopes, helps us aim high 
and sparks our desire for new horizons. 

But what’s really going on when we experience this energy is we begin to believe in ourselves. 
That’s what makes it happen!

The power of the vibrations of confidence, commitment and belief . . . can turn dark horses into 
champions, long shots into heroes and underdogs into top dogs. -Jeannette Maw

Confidence means you believe in yourself and where Jupiter is in the natal chart, and by transit, is 
where we can amp up that belief and make things bigger! If it’s in your 5th house of romance, 
you’ll vibe self assured when meeting that hottie you’ve been ‘dying’ to talk to. Suddenly your love 
life is on fire. Why? Because you believe . . . Jupiter in the 10th house can amplify your dream 
career. You might wake up with the confidence to walk out of a deadbeat job and land the one you 
really want. Belief in yourself breeds trust, respect, even a bit of awe!

We are going to look at where Jupiter is transiting in Cancer (Jupiter’s favorite sign of all) in your 
natal chart and where Jupiter is by natal placement. These placements are where you want to aim 
high, think big and write new scripts.

What’s the different between a natal planet and a transiting planet? 

Natal planets - planets in the birth chart or horoscope. Where they were at birth.

Transiting planets - planets on the move, in the sky. Where they are right now. (or in the past or 

future). In the image, the arrows point to Jupiter in the natal chart (6 Gemini) and by transit (3 
Cancer).
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What is Scripting?
Scripting is stating something now, as 
if it’s already happened. You says it, or 
write it, to yourself or someone else. 
Like telling a new story, instead of 
retelling the old one. (even if the old 
one seems ‘true’) ESPECIALLY if the 
old one seems ‘true’!

Scripting can be as simple as replacing 
a negative thought with a supportive 
one. Example: Instead of  thinking  
I’m so broke, script something like 
There’s more than enough. Instead of 
All the good ones are taken, script 
something like, I’m so lucky in love.

How to start:

1) Notice when you say or think 
something that doesn’t serve you. 
2) Stop thinking the thought long 
enough to replace it with a better 

feeling one.

This practice is preparing your neuro-pathways for change. This is your warm up. It’s going to 
begin the process of changing the way you experience your life. Just go with it. Be creative in 
telling the new story and forget about ‘how’ it can be possible. The how is not a requirement; the 
new story is.

Variations on scripting:

Visualization (seeing it in your mind; vision boards, imagination, fantasy, daydreams, symbolic 
representations, memories, noticing where else it’s present in your life)
Voice (talking about it as if it’s already happened, either to self or someone else)
Journaling (writing about it as if it’s already happened; i.e. pray rain journal)
Acting As If (acting as if it’s already happened; i.e. asking the question in random moments 
throughout the day “How would someone in high demand do this differently?”) 
Immersing yourself in someone else’s vibration of it.  How would (insert fav celeb) buy cat food?
Reading the story of someone else’s success.  
Watching the movie about someone else’s creation or experience of it.  

Jeannette’s Pray Rain Journal Technique
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Pray Rain in Action

A pray rain journal is kept for the purpose of bringing your dream to reality.  Its power is in aligning 
your vibration with that which you want, and is accomplished by putting pen to paper about your 
dream as if you were already living it.

It’s named after the story told by author Greg Braden about accompanying a tribal shaman on a rain 
dance.  He expects a big production involving music, ritual, costumes and dance, but instead 
witnesses something very different.   

The shaman walks alone to an area marked with stones and walks around the perimeter for a minute 
or two with his eyes closed.  No sounds, no costumes, no dance.  After a short time, the shaman is 
finished and ready to return home.

Greg is surprised at what he witnessed and says to the shaman “I thought you were going to pray for 
rain.”  The shaman says “not pray FOR rain, but PRAY RAIN.”  He explains he “prayed rain” by 
feeling the rain landing on his skin, feeling it collecting in the dirt beneath his feet, smelling the 
freshness of it, hearing the raindrops on the foliage, and seeing it fall from the sky.  He “prayed 
rain.”  

That is what you’ll do with your pray rain journal.  You write a page a day about this dream of 
yours as if you were already living it.  You’ll write in the present tense, and provide the sorts of 
details that feel good to think about and write about.  It will put you in vibrational alignment with 
your dream!

By the time you get to the end of your journal, you’ll either have reached your dream or it will be in 
the process of unfolding before your very eyes.  Pray rain.   

Jeannette’s magic story - Scripting Miracles

Once upon a time I was in a lifeless job and dead end relationship.

The only love I had in life was volunteering as a foster mom for animal rescue groups. But my 
misery in my work and love life spilled into all areas of life, which contributed to a mini-breakdown 
in the backyard one day.

Let me explain: as a foster mom experiencing a long string of “bad luck,” I had EIGHT big dogs in 
my 850 sq ft house. That’s a lot of canines. (I also had cats and a boyfriend. It was a full house!) 
Sometimes that might sound fun, but after three months in the heat of summer it was not.

Five dogs were up for adoption, and I was breaking new records in the rescue community for length 
of time without an adoption.

Every weekend we hauled dogs to the adoption fair, and every weekend they came back home.

To my overcrowded unhappy home.
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One hot August day as I was trying to scoop poop in the backyard, I realized it wouldn’t scoop.  
There was no grass left. It just rolled along in the dirt as I tried to scoop it.  (I have to add, I loved 
grass. And it was gone because of the high dog traffic in the hot summer.)  Realizing the lost lawn 
was my breaking point.

I threw the pooper scooper in one direction (it landed on the garage roof) and the bag of poop in 
another (it landed in the neighbor’s bushes), and I went to bed.  For four days.

Which is when I read Adrian Calabrese’s “How to Get Everything You Ever Wanted.”

That author suggested strange things. She wanted me to set up sacred space and burn incense and 
weird stuff like that. It was very “out there” to me (at the time).

But I had a personal rule that I had to do at least one thing from every self help book I read before I 
put it away.  Just one thing.

The least strange thing in there was Scripting.

That’s where you talk out loud about what you want as if you already have it.

So I did that.

I came out of the bedroom Thursday night. I said to my boyfriend, “This is going to sound crazy. 
But just listen.”

(He had seen my poop flinging moment four days prior and knew I was hanging on to a very thin 
rope. So he didn’t say a word.)

And I started “scripting.”  Just making it up on the fly:

Isn’t it great how Jeff”(our hardest to adopt dog – whom I did not name) … “Isn’t it great how Jeff 
got adopted by that nice couple? That husband and wife. Who have two kids. And a dog. A dog for 
Jeff to play with. And how they live nearby.

(This story chokes me up every time I tell it.)

I continued my fabricated story:

They live nearby, so we can visit him whenever we want. And they have plenty of money, so we 
know they’ll take care of whatever medical needs he has.

Yeah, isn’t that great?

It wasn’t fancy, or all that enthusiastic even.

But from the dark place I was coming from, it was the best I could do. It didn’t last any longer than 
two minutes.

And I went back to bed.

That was Thursday night.
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Saturday morning my boyfriend drove the dogs back to the same adoption fair he’d been taking 
them for the past three months.

An hour later we got a phone call from the girl who ran the event. “You guys have to get over here 
RIGHT NOW.”

I knew that was bad news. The only reason they call that early is because your dog is either sick, 
misbehaving, or there’s no room for him. No one gets adopted that fast. And I needed them to be 
there all weekend. I couldn’t make it another week with these dogs. I knew it. I didn’t have it in me.  
SOMEONE needed to get adopted. It just wasn’t optional that we go another week without an 
adoption.

But she went on …

“There are two families over here fighting over Jeff. And I don’t know who to give him to!!!!”

Okay, that didn’t compute. I didn’t understand. This had never happened.

It just didn’t make sense.

My boyfriend drove us to the adoption fair. We walked in to find two families who wanted to adopt 
Jeff. Two couples, with two kids, and one dog. I read their applications. Perfect. !!  You know how 
often that happens? Never.

Seriously, never.  We usually have to take a dozen apps before we find someone we’d even consider 
adopting to. And this was two perfect applications within one hour of the first day of the adoption 
fair!

Without saying a word, I handed the paperwork back and went back to wait in the car. I was in a 
stupor. I couldn’t believe it.

It was just like I said. TWICE. Two families! With their two kids! And their dog!! Living close by!!

It had happened! Jeff, whom no one ever even LOOKED at in the three prior months, was being 
argued over by two perfect families!!

And the next day Oakley got adopted, too. To an absolutely amazing guy with the patience of a 
saint who owned a crazy dog who needed a crazy friend.

Two adoptions in one weekend after a three month dry spell!!  And then on Tuesday another rescue 
group took two other dogs off my hands.

I doubt you can imagine my relief.

Scripting. I was hooked!

From that moment on, I read everything I could get my hands on about law of attraction. Which 
wasn’t much back then. I didn’t even know that’s what it was called. (This was before The Secret 
and Ask And It Is Given.)

And I couldn’t stop talking about it. Anyone who talked to me about their problem, I was telling 
them about this great thing I just learned.
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And I’ve been talking ever since.

Talked my way right out of that miserable job, unhappy relationship, financial fears … and more.

Our words create our world.  Are you paying attention to what you’re saying? Are you choosing 
your words deliberately? Are you talking about what you want?

When you do that, especially when you talk about what you want as if you already have it – 
miracles happen.

What are you creating with your words today?

To this day, I don’t get out of the shower without thanking angels in advance for what I want as if it 
were already here. Shower is a safe place to speak it out loud so no one thinks you’re crazy. Plus, 
doing it with gratitude – that’s a good vibe. And then you add the water element, which amplifies 
energy – that’s a powerful practice.

Scripting with Jupiter

Jupiter: Rules Sagittarius and Pisces and is linked the 9th and 12th houses of the natural 
horoscope. Key words: The principle of expansion, aspiration, inspiration, higher Self, ideologies 
and beliefs, abundance, optimism, joy (Jove), growth, confidence, belief, meaning, purpose.

Because Jupiter is the principle of expansion, this energy is an excellent ally to script new thoughts. 
Jupiter takes us away from the familiar (old story) to new, unexplored horizons (new story). 

Remember the basic building blocks of astrology:

The planets tell us WHAT is operating.
The signs tell us HOW it is operating. 
The houses tell us WHERE it is operating

Jupiter Sign Key Words Jupiter House Key Words

Aries: Energetic, enterprising, strong self 
esteem, confidence off the scale. 
Optimistic. Must lead.

First: Travel lover, freedom lover, expands 
horizons, mega vital force or Qi, direct! 
Natural leader, entrepreneur, initiator.

Taurus: Stamina, persistence, very 
sensual, bonded with nature, naturally 
materialistic, practical, good $$ instincts.

Second: Expands optimism re resources. 
Values of Self-sufficiency, freedom, 
teaching, travel and philosophy. Big Money!

Gemini: Active, intellectual, talkative, big 
on ideas. Clever mind and natural 
teacher/student. Expands consciousness.

Third: Expands the mind, thoughts, relations 
with siblings, all forms of communication. 
Restless curiosity. Writing and speaking.
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Jupiter Sign Key Words Jupiter House Key Words

Cancer: Expands nurturing/caring and 
love. Connections with public, very good 
with $$ and finances.

Fourth: Expands roots, connection to 
ancestors, expands soul powers, gain 
through family. Home, real-estate, property.

Leo: Strong vitality, courageous, loyal, 
generous of heart, dramatic, fabulous 
performer, leadership strong.

Fifth: Expands creative self-expression 
romance, love sports. Childlike joy and 
imagination. Performing and visual arts.

Virgo: Expands attention to detail, 
brilliantly practical minds, discriminating, 
spacial/organizational awareness.

Sixth: Expands innate magic, powers of the 
will, love of pets, ritual, familiar routine, 
cherished work. Health and fitness!

Libra: Expands the ability to relate, share 
experiences, refined diplomatic skills, 
sense fairness and artistic beauty.

Seventh: Expands experience of personal, 
1 to1 relationships, must have freedom and 
connection. Partnerships have wings!

Scorpio: Expands power, healing abilities, 
privacy, intensity, connection with others, 
excels in research. 

Eighth: Expands through joint creative 
projects and resources. Helps others gain 
financially and creatively. Owns power.

Sagittarius: The natural explorer, lover of 
freedom, carefree, optimistic, outgoing, 
must have space to explore.

Ninth: Expands the ability to take the mind, 
body or spirit to new horizons. Travel, 
meditation, higher education. Philosophy.

Capricorn: Expands ambition, empire 
building drives, pragmatic and mystic. 
Must find room for both.

Tenth: Natural leadership, charismatic with 
the public, professional, must follow calling, 
working with people. Lead, be respected.

Aquarius: Expands originality of thought, 
humanitarianism, desire to step outside 
the bounds, shift paradigms, shock.

Eleventh: Expands friendships, connections 
to groups, social life, makes friends while 
expanding horizons. Must set BIG goals.

Pisces: Natural healers, a voice for those 
less fortunate, compassionate, sensitive, 
go with the flow. 

Twelfth: Attracts guardian angels, invisible 
protection, expansion through spiritual 
practice, meditation, nature, compassion.

We put this all together by scripting in the area of life (house) and in the style (sign) we find Jupiter 
(the principle of expansion) in the natal chart, and by transit.

Scripting with the Signs and Houses

In addition to your Jupiter placement, you can go straight to the HOUSE that represents what you 
want to manifest and USE the energy of the Sign(s) there to boost your deliberate creation.

Sign Your Authentic Energy & Core Values

Aries To lead, adventure, be independent, compete, push, drive, WIN!

Taurus To relax, slack off, indulge, bring down to earth, touch, taste, smell, sense.
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Sign Your Authentic Energy & Core Values

Gemini To learn, teach, talk, explore ideas, thoughts, knowledge, consciousness.

Cancer To love, self-nurture, care for, share emotions (pain & pleasure) be needed.

Leo To create, perform, get on stage, shine in the world, play, romance, honor.

Virgo To become adept, revel in the intricate, to refine, discern, excel, adapt.

Libra To relate, share experiences, honor the good, the true and the beautiful.

Scorpio To delve deep, share intimacy, intensity, understand and own power.

Sagittarius To explore, find true freedom, experience the unknown, to teach others.

Capricorn To build empires, use, purpose, repurpose, make real, claim the heights.

Aquarius To dare to be different, go outside the system, eccentricity, lift humanity.

Pisces To merge with the divine, become one with all life, compassion, creation.

 House Key Words for Core Meaning

1st House Self-development, change appearance, focus on Me First.

2nd House Financial independence, $$, talent development, self-sufficiency.

3rd House Learning, communicating, sharing ideas, thoughts, perspective.

4th House The safety and comfort of home as sanctuary. Inner world.

5th House Play, creative self-expression, romance, performance, artistry.

6th House Sacred daily rituals, magic, pets (familiars) cherished work, routine.

7th House Shared experiences with one-to-one, socially significant others.

8th House Intimacy, intensity, sex, tantra, transformation, the occult, research.

9th House Travel of the mind, body or spirit. New horizons, thoughts, beliefs.

10th House Career, mission, profession, the calling, public reputation, PR.

11th House Friends, groups of like-minded others, one-to-many relationships.

12th House Meditation, retreat, compassion, fostering others, mystery, dreams

Let’s discuss this Week’s Homework on the Forum.

A. Note where NATAL jupiter is in your birth chart. What sign is this principle of expansion in? 
What house? Once you find that:  
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1) State your ‘old story’ that describes how you approach that area of life right now.
2) Script a ‘new story’ that amps your natal Jupiter energy to the highest possible expression!

B. Note where TRANSITING Jupiter is in your birth chart. What house is being activated (your 
Cancer house(s))

1) State your old story in the house Jupiter is transiting.
2) Script a new story that skyrockets your desires in that area of life!

Extra credit:

Look at the charts of classmates, including Kim and Jeannette, (find them in the chart gallery) and 
make positive statements about their natal Jupiter, and transiting Jupiter, as if you were coaching a 
client, supporting them in raising their sights and aiming for what they really want. Make it big, 
bold and expansive! Even over the top! What’s the biggest expression possible here?

Post your insights on the forum for us all to gain from.

See you on the call!
Love and Light,

Jeannette & Kim
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